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I. INTRODUCTION

If a virus enters a host it spreads quickly because it
can multiply very rapidly. How does the host defend
itself against a viral infection? The cellular immune sys-
tem (CIS) detects the presence of pathogens (pathogen
means capable of killing) and eliminates the infection.

In this project we will focus on the detection and
recognition of pathogens by the CIS. In order to avoid
auto-immune responses, which harm healthy tissues, the
CIS must discriminate between self and non-self
antigens (antigen means capable of evoking an im-
mune response).

T-cells are white blood cells that perform this recog-
nition task. How do they learn to be self tolerant
and recognize the presence of pathogens?

In this project we will make use of a mathematical
model of T-cell activation (at both the cellular and cell
population levels) that can answer the following question:

(1) How does the CIS avoid auto-immune responses
most of the time,

(2) yet still achieves a large probability of recognizing
pathogens?

II. IMMUNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

T-cells do not perform their recognition task alone and
are helped by antigen presenting cells (APCs). APCs
pick up antigens (self and non-self) in the infected area
and transport them to the lymph node. T-cells flow in
the circulatory system and leave it at the lymph nodes,
where they encounter APCs. If the encounter does not
activate the T-cell, it will leave the lymph node.

APCs have on their surface MHC molecules that bind
to antigen (in this case, the antigen is a peptide = fraction
of a protein) and form a pMHC complex. Most of the
pMHC complexes are formed with self antigens. Foreign
ones (pathogens) are only presented when there is an
infection. T-cells have on their surface antigen receptors
(TCR = T-cell receptor) that can bind to the pMHC
complex. Each T-cell clonotype (cells that share a
common progenitor = clone) is characterized by the
molecular structure of its TCR.

Based on supporting experimental evidence the math-
ematical model has to ensure that:

(1) if the TCR binds to a pMHC complex for a min-
imum duration T

R
, then the TCR triggers, inducing

a signalling cascade in the T-cell; based on kinetic

proof reading ≡ correlation between lifetime of
the ternary complex and T-cell response, exis-
tence of a threshold at molecular level.

(2) if the total triggering rate (due to all TCRs) ex-
ceeds a cellular activation threshold W

a
, then the T-cell

is activated; based on serial triggering hypothesis ≡
the T-cell is sensitive to the triggering rate rather
than individual triggering events, as the T-cell
seems to count the number of triggering events.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT

• Describe the reaction kinetics of TCR triggering.

• Introduce the random variables that characterize
the APCs and the T-cells: presentation levels and
individual triggering rates.

• Introduce the total triggering rate of a T-cell and
provide its probability distribution function (pdf).

• Study of activation probabilities (self only).

• Study large deviation approach to calculating acti-
vation probabilities (self only).

• Develop the numerical approach to calculating ac-
tivation probabilities (self only): Monte-Carlo sam-
pling.

• Study of activation probabilities (self and foreign).

• Study large deviation approach to calculating acti-
vation probabilities (self and foreign).

• Develop the numerical approach to calculating acti-
vation probabilities (self and foreign): Monte-Carlo
sampling.
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